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The class of A-reflexive modules is investigated, where A is a bimodule over rings 
S and H. Conditions are studied under which this class is closed under taking direct 
products or direct sums, respectively. Furthermore. it is shown that if .4 is free over 
a suitable ring R and S= End,(A), then for every right R mod&e M the natural 
map u,~,: M+ M** is the completion of M in a certain functorial topology. 
Applications are given in the case that A is a free Abelian group. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let R and S be rings and let SAR be a fixed S - R-bimpdule. The purpose 
of this paper is to investigate the class of rl-rej’exiue modules. i.e., of those 
right R-modules M for which the natural map TJ,~ : M- M* * = 
Hom,(Hom,[M, A), A) is an isomorphism. First we study conditions under 
which this class is closed taking direct sums or direct products, respectively. 
Next we exhibit the topological significance of the natural map o,~, in the 
case that A is a free module over a suitable ring. Finally, the topological 
considerations are applied when A is a free Abelian group (in particular, 
when -4 = Z). 
In Section 1 we introduced the necessary terminology and notation and 
prove two basic propositions which for a given family (Miji,l of right R- 
modules relate the modules (niEI Mj)** and nicl Mr*, as well as 
(Oi,, tti)* * and OiE, MT *, respectively. In Section 2 we recall the definition 
of a slender module and indicate a relatively simple proof for the module 
version of LOS’S theorem (Theorem 2.1). As a consequence of this. if ‘4 is 
slender as an R-module (resp. S-module), then the direct product (resp. the 
direct sum] of a family of A-reflexive modules with a nonmeasurable index 
set is likewise A-reflexive (Corollaries 2.2, 2.3). This does not hold if the 
index set is measurable. 
From Section 3 on we shall always assume thar S = End,(A). Then the 
above results give rise to the following dualities: 
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(I) between the category of direct summands of powers A’ with I 
nonmeasurable and the category of projective S-modules admitting a set of 
generators of nonmeasurable cardinality (Theorem 3.1). and 
(2) between the category of direct summands of sums A(” and the 
category of direct summands of powers SJ, where 1, J are nonmeasurable 
(Theorem 3.2). We next show that every right R-module A of the form 
A z B”“’ is slender over its endomorphism ring. This applies, in particular, 
to any free module A with an infinite basis. Hence every projective right R- 
module with a set of generators of nonmeasurable cardinality is A-reflexive 
(Corollary 3.4). This becomes false, however, for the free module R”’ if I is 
measurable and ]A 1 is nonmeasurable. 
In Section 4 we equip right R-modules M with a functorial linear topology 
called A-topology: This is the coarsest topology for which every 
f E Hom,(M, A) is continuous (where A is assumed to be discrete). 
Furthermore, we equip M* * with the weak topology. Based on ideas of [ 221 
we show that if A is any free right R-module over a right hereditary and 
Noetherian ring R, then the pair (u,,, M**) is the completion of M 
(Theorem 4.2). Thus if A is free with an infinite basis, then projective right 
R-modules admitting a set of generators of nonmeasurable cardinality are 
complete in the A-topology (Theorem 4.4). For vector spaces this is 
contained in a recent result of Mader and Mines [ 161. Next we show that if 
R is as above and J is infinite but nonmeasurable, then every right R-module 
which is complete in its R ‘J’-topology is also complete in its R%opology 
for any infinite set I with 1 I] < JJI (Theorem 4.6). Hence in this case, RCJ’- 
reflexivity implies R (I) -reflexivity (Corollary 4.7). If, in addition, R is left 
slender, then every R (J’ -reflexive module is also R-reflexive (Corollary 4.8). 
In the final section we concentrate on the case R = Z. Applying results of 
the previous section we prove that for any cardinal 1 > X0, every /1- 
coseparabze Abelian group of nonmeasurable cardinality is L(lc)-reflexive for 
every K < ;I (Theorem 5.4). Every free group is i-coseparable for any 
L > &, : on the other hand, the existence of a nonfree K,-coseparable group is 
consistent with and independent of RermeloFraenkel set theory with the 
axiom of choice (ZFC). In particular, there exist nonfree K,-coseparable 
groups of cardinality EC1 if one assumes Martin’s axiom (MA) plus 2K~ > EC,. 
If G is a nonfree K,-coseparable group, then G does not belong to the 
smallest class of groups G which contains L and is closed under taking 
direct sums and direct products. Therefore, assuming MA + 2Ko > X, there 
exists a group of the form Hom,(H, Z) which does not belong to G 
(Corollary 5.7). This gives a partial answer to a question of Reid [ 19, 
p. 15 1 ] which to our knowledge was still open. Finally,. we investigate 
homomorphisms f: S’ + SJ, where S = End@‘“‘) for some inf!nite tc and 1, J 
are nonmeasurable. It turns out that powers of S behave very much like 
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those of L. For example, the cokernel C of a homomorphism f: S’ -+ S’ is 
always of the form C z Ext:(G, Zctii’) 0 T, where T is a direct summand of 
a power SK. 
This work arose from a study of the functor Horn,!-, Z”‘)). This study is 
related to previous work on Cartesian powers of a torsion-free Abelian group 
[cf. [ 10, 121). It was partly motivated by Chase’s work [ 1, 2j on the functor 
Hom,(-, Z) and by the fact that, in contrast to Whitehead’s problem, the 
question of characterizing Abelian groups G with Ext(G. Z”“) = 0 has a 
satisfactory answer. (In fact, these are precisely the K,-coseparable groups; 
see [6]). That Z ““‘-reflexivity implies L-reflexivity has only been discovered 
at a very late stage of the preparation of this paper. 
Most of our notation is standard. All rings have identity 1 f; 0 and ail 
modules are unital. For a ring R, 9RmR will denote the category of right R- 
modules and R9JI the category of left R-modules, We shall use the notation 
SAR for an S - R-bimodule. There should be no ambiguity in denoting the 
identity functor on a category Cr. by 1, and the identity map on a module M 
by I.,,. Functors will be written on the left. while module homomorphisms 
will be written on the opposite side to that of scalars. If S: L --f M and 
g: M + IV are R-homomorphisms the composition will be denoted by g,f or 
g . f if these are right modules, and by fg or f . g, respectively, if they are 
left modules. Given a set I, its cardinality is written as 111. For a right or left 
R-module M we let Mr denote the product of copies of M with index set 1. 
and we let M’” denote the corresponding direct sum. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC PROPOSITIONS 
Throughout this section, R and S are rings and ,A, is a fixed bimodule. 
For any right R-module M (resp. left S-module Nj. the Abelian group 
Hom,(M, A j (resp. Horn&v, A)) carries a natural left S-module structure 
(resp. a natural right R-module structure). Thus we have functors 
H, = Hom,(-, A): W, 4 ,!lTl and H, = Hom,(-. A): $ ---) !JJIJc L 
Furthermore, there are natural transformations 
0: lw, + HsHr7 and T: lsm-+ H,H,, 
where for ME 1131,, D,~ = o[M] associates to each m EM the S- 
homomorphism taking f E Hom,(M, A) to f(m); and for NE. ,W. :.> is 
defined analogously. We shall frequently use the ambiguous but traditional 
notations M” for H,(Mj, f* for HR(f), as well as IV* for H,(N) and cp* for 
ff54Pj~ 
A right R-module M (resp. a left S-module N) is termed A-rorsidess iff 
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CJ~ (resp. rN) is a monomorphism; M (resp. N) is A-refeV~ive iff crv (resp. r,v) 
is an isomorphism. An S-module of the form M* = Hom,(M, ‘4) is always 
A-torsionless; in fact, we have the well-known 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let ME 9JlR and NE ,YJl. Then 
(a) r[M*] . (D,%~)* = l,,f+ ; and 
(b) (r,J+ . a]N*] = I,,. 
We recall (e.g., from [ 181) that a mottad (or triple) on a category 0 
consists of a functor T: tX -+ 0. and natural transformations w: 1 e+ T and 
I+K TT-t T satisfying the following three conditions: 
(i) the composition T+ mT T’ -+* T is the identity; 
(ii) the composition T-tTU T’ -4 T is the identity: and 
(iii) 
7-3 2 T’ 
is commutative. 
We note that the functor T= HsHR gives rise to a monad (T, or p) on 91n,, 
where p: TT+ T is given by P,~ = (ryr)*: (M**)** -+M**. 
Simple examples show that for a given family (MiJi,, of &eflexive 
modules neither OiG,Mi nor niE,Mi need to be A-reflexive. However, we 
shall see that there are interesting classes of modules A such that A- 
reflexivity is inherited by direct sums or direct products. 
If (Mi]ier is a family of left or right R-modules, elements of flIiCIMi will 
be written as (uz~)+~, elements of OiCl Mi as zf,, nq, m, E Mi. Given two 
families {LiJie,, {MiliEI of R-modules as well as R-homomorphisms 
A: L, + hl,, i E I, the obvious map nit,Li-t TIier Mi will be denoted by 
(fi)iEl~ whereas (fiii,, will denote the obvious map OiErLi + Oi,, Mi. 
Furthermore, we let 19 denote the natural map 
@ Hom,(Mi, A) --$ I-Tom, 
iEI 
which associates to xjEIfj the homomorphism taking (RZ~)~~[ to CiElfj(mi). 
The corresponding map in the S-module case will be denoted by x. 
Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 are fundamental. 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. For every family {Mi}i,, of right R-modules, 
is commutative, where @ is the composition of P: (ITMi)l’* --) (0 MT)” 
with the natural isomorphism (@MT)* z nMF *. 
Proof. Let m = (mi)iE, E rIiel M,. We need to show that for allj E I the 
fib component ‘pj of q = @ . o[nMi]( m a ) g rees with o[Mj](mj). We have 
Vj='je6. (0 [nMi J(m)). 
where tj denotes the injection MT C-, oiEl MF. It follows that for every 
f E Al?, 
(f)qj = ((f)lj . Q)(tn) =f(qi. 
Hence ‘pj = o[bfj](mj), as desired. I 
P~<~PO~ITI~N 1.3. For every family {Miii,, of right R-modules, 
is commutative, where w is the composition qf x: @M,F * + (nMr)* ~-it.4 
the natural isomorphism (nMT)* z (@M/)**. 
PvooJ Given CiEltni E @i+rMi, we have to evaluate the S- 
homomorphism IV. (~[M,])(~tn,): (@Mi)* -+ A. We first note that 
Let f E (@M,)” and fet fj =frj: bfj-t A, where lj denotes the injection 
Mj =A 0 114,. 
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Then we have 
U> (V (Z; o[“i] mi)) = X (Si>(a[Mil(mi>> = Z: .h(mil 
=f pi)=(f) (0 [@,M,](~n1,)). 
This shows commutativity. u 
2. SLENDER MODULES 
Given a homomorphism f: nielMi -+ A of right R-modules, we denote by 
J;. the restriction of .f to the jth factor, i.e., J. = fzj, where zj is the injection 
Mj 4 17j,, Mi. We define a right R-module A to be slender iff for every R- 
homomorphism f: R”“ +A the set {n E 6J ) f,l # 01 is finite. (The concept of 
left slenderness is defined analogously.) The following theorem due to Loi in 
the case R = Z (cf. [5, Theorem 94.41). exhibits the relevance of slender 
modules in our context. (Of course, the corresponding result holds for left 
modules.) 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a slender right R-module and let {Mi}iE, be any 
fami[v of right R-modules with nonmeasurable index set I. Then the natural 
map 
8: @ Hom,(M,, A) --t Horn, 
iel 
(1J MivA) 
is an isomorphism. 
We call here a set I measurable iff it admits a two-valued measure m (i.e., 
a countably additive function m: 2’+ (0, l), where 2’ is the power set of I) 
such that m(1) = 1 and nz((i}) = 0 for all i E I. A cardinal K is measurable if 
it is measurable regarded as the set of all ordinals i < K. If there are 
measurable cardinals at all, there is a smallest one, say ,u, and all larger 
cardinals are measurable. A well-known theorem of Ulam (cf. [ 13, 
Theorem 661) says that p is strongly inaccessible, i.e., p is a regular limit 
cardinal such that ,I <p implies 2-l < ,u. 
Although Theorem 2.1 is in the literature (cf., e.g., [9, 141) we have 
chosen to include a proof (actually a simplified version of that of [7, 
Satz 3]), because this proof is simpler than the one usually given. 
Proof. The main task is to establish the following statement (the rest 
follows easily from the definition): 
(:I:) Let f E Hom,(rIio Mi, A) such that for all i E I, JJ = 0. Then f 
is the zero homomorphism. 
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We first note that iffis not the zero homomorphism, then by composing it 
with an appropriate g: R’ --) ni,, Mi we obtain a nonzero homomorphism 
h: R’ 4 ‘4 such that ki = 0 for ail i E 1. Hence it suffices to establish (e) for 
f E Hom,(R’,A). Suppose that there exists x = (xi)iEl E R’ such that 
f(?c) # 0. For any subset A of I let X~ denote the element of R’ given by 
q(i) =x;, if iEri, 
= 0, otherwise. 
We consider the family 
which by hypothesis is nonempty. Let 8 be a masimal filter base consisting 
of sets in ‘3, and let 5 be the filter over I generated by %. 
As in [7] we show (i) that 5 is an ultrafilter, and (ii) that every countable 
family (F, E 5 ( n E N} has nonempty intersection. From (i) and (ii) we 
infer that 3 is countably complete, i.e., countable intersections of members of 
5 belong to 5. Furthermore, 5 is nonprincipal because otherwise there 
would exist a singleton {i,\ E 5, contradicting the hypothesis that for all 
i E I, fi = 0. We now define 
m(A) = 1, if AEB; 
= 0, otherwise, 
which is easily seen to be a two-valued measure on I, a contradiction. This 
compIetes our proof. I 
Remark. Theorem 2.1 is best possible. For, if R is any ring of 
nonmeasurable cardinality, A any nonzero left or right R-module, and 1 a 
measurable set, then the map 
19: Hom,(R, A)‘” + Hom,(R’, A) 
is not surjective. To see this it suffices to construct an epimorphism 
f: R“ -+ R such that fi = 0 for all i < p, where p is the smallest measurable 
cardinal. The construction follows that given in [S. remark after 
Theorem 94.41, where we use, in addition, the fact that every two-valued 
measure on ,D is actually p-additive (cf. [ 13, Sect. 271). 
The following are immediate consequences of Theorem 2.1 and 
Proposition 1.2 or 1.3, respectively: 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let R and S be rings and let SAR be a bimodule which 
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is slender as an R-module. Let {Miji,[ be a family of right R-modules with 
nonmeasurable index set I. Then the map 
is an isomorphism. Thus, ij‘ for all i E I, Mi is A-refle-xive, then so is 
ni,f Mi- 
Remark. The conclusion of Corollary 2.2 does not hold if JR) is 
nonmeasurable and I is measurable. We observe that if A is a slender R- 
module, then for any set I the image of the obvious map (RI/R (I’)* + (R’)” 
is a complementary direct summand of Im(B: (R *)‘I’ --f (R’)“). Now if I is 
measurable the rem,ark after Theorem 2.1 implies that (R’/R”))* # 0. We 
infer that (RI/R”))** # 0, so 0” and hence @ are not injective. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let sAR be a bimodule which is slender as an S- 
module, and let {MijiEr be a family of right R-modules with nonmeasurable 
index set I. Then the map 
is an isomorphism. Consequently, iffor’ all i E I, Mi is A-reflexive, then so is 
OielMi* 
We note that the particular case of Corollary 2.3, where R = S = A is 
contained in [7]. 
3. THE CASE S = End,(A) 
Let JR be a fixed bimodule where from now on we shall always assume 
that S = End,(A). It is a simple but useful observation that in this case A 
itself is A-reflexive. Thus by Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3, respectively, and the 
fact that the functors HR = Hom,(-, A) and Hs = Hom,(-, A) preserve 
finite direct sums we obtain the following duality results (the first of which is 
contained in [ 121 for R = Z): 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a slender right R-module, and let S = End,(A). 
Furthermore, let c denote the category of direct summands of powers A’ with 
I nonmeasurable, and let 1, be the category of projective left S-modules 
admitting a set of generators of nonmeasurable cardinal@. Then thefunctor 
HR is a duality between the categories C and FQ with inverse H,. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let A be slender oaer S = End,(A). Let “i denote the 
category of direct summands of sums A”’ with I nonmeasurable, and let 0 
denote the category of direct summands of powers S’ with I nonmeasurabe. 
Then the ficnctor H, is a duality between the categories ‘D and 0 with 
inverse II,. 
We note that Theorem 3.2 applies if R = Z and A is a slender Abelian 
group. That A is also slender over S = End,(-4) follows from the facts that 
slender groups are torsion-free (hence S contains Z as a subring) and that if 
an S-moduIe is slender over a subring, then it is slender over S. Theorem 3.3 
deals with another, perhaps even more interesting situation where the 
hypothesis of 3.2 is satisfied. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let S= End,(A) and suppose that A -=B”‘!’ Ior some 
right R-module B. Then A is slender as an S-module. 
ProoJ: By Proposition 1.3, 
is commutative. Clearly (a[A]),,EM is an isomorphism, and so is a[A”” j 
because by hypothesis A’“” z A. We conclude that 
is an isomorphism which preciseiy means that A is a slender S-module. 
COROLLARK 3.4. Let A be a free right R-module with an infinite basis. 
Then ecery projective right R-module admitting a set of generators of 
nonmeasurable cardma&! is A-reflexive. 
Remark. In the case that S = End,(A j the conclusion of Corollary 2.3 
becomes false if I is measurable and A is any right R-module of 
nonmeasurable cardinality. In this case we have /S! = ]A*] < 2” which is 
likewise nonmeasurable. Thus it follows from the remark after Theorem 2.: 
that the map 
is not surjective. From this we infer that if I is a measurable set and A a free 
right R-module of nonmeasurable cardinality, then the module R”’ is not A- 
reflexive. Hence Corollary 3.4 does not hold in the measurable case. 
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4. COMPLETION WRT THE A-TOPOLOGY 
Let R be a ring, A a fixed right R-module, and S = End,(A). Recall that 
the A-topology (sometimes called A-a&c topology) on a right R-module M is 
the linear topology given by taking as neighborhood basis at zero the family 
of all finite intersections of kernels of R-homomorphisms from M into A. We 
note that the A-topology is functorial, i.e., every R-homomorphism is 
continuous in the respective A-topologies. An R-module M is Hausdorff in 
the A-topology iff M is A-torsionless. Given an S-module N, the weak 
topology on N* is the linear topology in which the R-submodules 
form a basis of neighborhoods at zero, where F ranges over all finite subsets 
of N. This topology is the same as the restriction of the product topology on 
A” with discrete factors -4. Since N* is closed in A’ in the product topology, 
we infer that N* is complete in the weak topology. 
Vamos [22] proved that under certain conditions on A (satisfied, e.g., if A 
is a cogenerator) for any ME !JJImR the pair (odr, M” *) is the completion of 
M wrt the A-topology. We shall prove here a generalization of Vamos’s 
result which applies, for example, if A is a free module over a suitable ring. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let ME YRIJz, be equipped with the A-topology and M** 
with the weak topology. Suppose that for everjj R-submodule N of a finite 
power A” there exist an R-submodule N’ of a Jnite power Ak and an 
h E Hom,(Ak, A”) such that h maps N’ isornorphically onto N and Ak-/Nt is 
Hausdorff in the A-topology. Then Im(o.,<) is dense in M”“. 
ProoJ Let p E M”* and let f, ,..., f, E M”. We have to find an m E M 
such that (D - ~,,~(m) E V(iJG ,..., f,}). Let f: M-t A” be the R- 
homomorphism with components fi ,..., f,, and let N = Im(f ). By hypothesis 
there exist h E Hom,(Ak, A”) and a submodule N’ of Ak such that 
h(N’) = N, k 1 N’ is a monomorphism, and Ak/N’ is Hausdorff in the A- 
topology. Now it is easy to see that there is a unique g = (g, ,..., gk) E 
Hom,(M, Ak) such that hg = f and Im(g) = N’. It follows that the A are S- 
linear combinations of the gj, from which we infer that 
It thus suffices to show that there exists m EM such that 
v? - a,&) E U.C g, ,..., gk}) or, equivalently, that ((gr)q,..., (g&) EN’. The 
rest of the proof follows that of [22, Proposition l.S(iv)]. Suppose to the 
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contrary that (( g,)q,..., ( gk)q) 6? N’. Then, since AkIN’ is Hausdorff, there 
exists s = (s, ,..., sk) E Hom,(A”, A) such that s(N’j = 0 and 
But this is a contradiction because s(N’) = 0 means that cf=, si gi = 0. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let R be right hereditary and right Noetherian, let A be 
any free right R-module, and let S = End,(A). If M E W, is equipped with 
the A-topology and M** with the weak topology, then the pair (IS,,. M”“) is 
the completion of hi. 
Prooj: As we already observed, every R-module of the form N* is 
complete in its weak topology. Furthermore, for any finite subset F of M* 
we have 
Hence CQ is continuous and open. Thus our proof will be complete if we can 
show that the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1 are satisfied. But this is clearly the 
case, because every submodule of a power A” is projective and hence a direct 
summand of some Ak. If A has an infinite basis the latter follows from ] 17, 
Lemma 2.26 ]. 1 
Remark 1. For R = A = P the essence of Theorem 4.2 is contained in 
12, Sect. 11. 
Remark 2. Mader points out that Theorem 4.2 can also be proved by the 
methods developed in [ 151 (cf., in particular, Theorem 5.3 j. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let R,;4, and S be as in Theorem 4.2. Then a right R- 
module M is complete in its A-topology iff M is A-reflexioe. 
The next result is an immediate consequence of Corollaries 3.4 and 4.3. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let R be right hereditary and right Noetherian, and let A 
be a free right R-module with an infinite basis. Then eoery projectice right R- 
module admitting a set of generators of nonmeasurable cardinality is 
complete in ifs A-topology. 
Remarks 1. Let R be as above, let rl be a free right R-module of 
nonmeasurable cardinality, and let i be a measurable set. Then by 
Corollary 4.3 and the remark following Corollary 3.4 the free module R” is 
not complete in its A-topology. 
Remark 2. If R = K is a field and A a K-vector space of some infinite 
dimension K, then the A-topology is the same as what in [ 161 is denoted by 
48 1/82!2~ 13 
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TX+. Thus Theorem 4.4 contains the case TdI of [ 16, Theorem 4.31, where /I is 
a successor cardinal. (The limit case will follow once Theorem 4.6 is 
established.) We note that by Remark 1, if ]K] and K are nonmeasurable, a 
K-vector space of measurable dimension is not complete in the topology T, +. 
Next we discuss conditions under which a module of the form M** is 
complete in its A-topology. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let R be right hereditary and right Noetherian, let A 
be any free right R-module, and let S = End,(A). Then for a right R-module 
M the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) On M* * the weak and A-topologies coincide, 
(ii) M** is complete in its A-topology, 
(iii) M” * is A-reflexive, 
(iv) M” is A-reflexive. 
ProoJ The implications (i) 3 (ii) and (ii) 5 (iii) are immediate conse- 
quences of Theorem 4.2 while (iv) 3 (i) is obvious from the definition of the 
two topologies. So it remains to prove (iii) * (iv). 
Assume that A4** is A-reflexive. By Proposition 1.1(b) we have 
(rlM* I)* . a[M**] = l,,,,, hence (r[M*])* is an isomorphism. Consider 
the splitting exact sequence 
where C = coker(t[M*]). Applying the functor H, to this sequence, we see 
that C* z ker(t[M*] *). Since C is A-torsionless, we infer that C = 0, hence 
M* is A-reflexive. Thus (iii) + (iv); we note that for this implication R, S, 
and SAR may be arbitrary. b 
Remark 1. Let R, A, and S bas as above and assume, in addition, that A 
has an infinite basis and IA 1 is nonmeasurable. Then for a measurable set I 
the module M= A (I) does not satisfy the equivalent conditions of 
Proposition 4.5. To prove this we first note that the map x: (57”)“’ --f (S’)* is 
not surjective. Now since A is a slander S-module, the same argument as in 
the remark following Corollary 2.2 shows that the map x*: (S’)** + (5’“)““ 
is not injective. Therefore, by commutativity of 
s’ z (S’)” *
\ /w (dSl)&, 1 
(s:': *)I 
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(where o denotes the composition of x* with the natural isomorphism 
(,S*)(l’= z (S**)‘) and the fact that (G[S]),,~ is an isomorphism, the map 
a[S’] is not surjective. But S’ z M *, hence condition (iv) is violated. 
Remark 2. A monad (r, rp, w) on a category O- is called idempotent iff 
for all XE 0, yX is an isomorphism. Thus, on the full subcategory % of (%nR 
which is characterized by Proposition 4.5 the monad (H,H,, 0, p) (cf. the 
comment following Proposition 1.1) is idempotent. In the terminology of 
[ 111. the functor T = H, HR together with the natural transformation c is a 
completion functor on 3. This implies that we have the following universai 
property: For every R-homomorphism f: M-t N such that M E % and N is 
Areflexive, there is a unique R-homomorphism g: h4”” --t N such that 
f = go,,,. In particular, fl[[M**] = (a,%[)** for any ME 3. 
Remark 3. Suppose that R = A = Z. It is still an open question whether 
for every Abelian group G of nonmeasurable cardinality, G* is L-reflexive 
(cf. [ 19, p. 1601). Equivalently, one may ask whether the assignment 
G i--t Hom,(Hom,(G, Z), Z) gives a completion functor on the category of 
Abelian groups of nonmeasurable cardinality. 
The final results of this section concern the relationship between the 
classes of A-reflexive and B-reflexive modules when A and R are two distinct 
free modules. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let R be right hereditackj and right Noetherian, and let I 
and J be infinite but nonmeasurable sets where lZl < lJj. If ME ‘3JlR is 
complete in its RtJ’ -topology, then M is also complete in its R”‘-topoiog~. 
ProoJ: Let M be equipped with its RCJ’ -topology. We note that every 
f E Hom,(M, R”‘) is continuous (wrt the discrete topology on R”‘). and 
that every submodule of RtJ’ is R’” -reflexive (the latter by Corollary 3.4). 
Therefore, (15, Theorem 5.31 applies. We infer that, for a suitable topology 
on M** = Hom,(Hom,(M, R’“), R”‘), the pair (u,,,, Rf**) is the 
completion of M. (We notice that for this part of Mader’s theorem the injec- 
tivity of E is not needed.) Now since M is complete in its RLJ’-topology. it 
follows that M is R”‘-reflexive and hence complete in its R”‘-topology by 
Corollary 4.3. I 
Remark. Assume, in addition, that R is left slender. Then the above 
proof (where Corollary 2.3 is used instead of Corollary 3.4) provides us with 
the following analog: Every right R-module which is complete in its RtJ’- 
topology is also complete in its R-topology. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let R, I, and J be as in Theorem 4.6. Then every RL.“- 
reflexive right R-module is also R “‘-reflexive. 
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COROLLARY 4.8. Let R be right hereditary? right Noetherian, and left 
slender. Let J be any nonmeasurable set. Then every R’%-efleS~ive right R- 
module is also R-reflexive. 
5. THE ABELIAN GROUP CASE 
Throughout this final section we shah assume that R = L and A is a free 
Abelian group. We are going to study the class of A-reflexive Abelian groups 
in some detail. We first note that as a consequence of Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3 
every s-group is A-reflexive, where 3t is the smallest class of Abelian groups 
which contains Z and is closed under taking direct sums and direct products 
with nonmeasurable index set. (Recall that G denotes the smallest class 
which contains Z and is closed under taking arbitrary direct sums and direct 
products.) 
Next we shall apply results of Section 4 to establish a reflexivity criterion 
of a rather different kind. Before stating this criterion we need to recall two 
definitions. For a cardinal K > No, an Abelian group is termed u-free iff 
every subgroup of cardinality < tc is free. An Efr-free group G is separable iff 
every finite of G is contained in a finitely generated direct summand of G. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let K be any infInite cardinal. A torsion-free Abelian 
group G of nonrneasurab~e cardinality is L ‘“‘-reflexive provided that the 
following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) G is K,-free and separable, 
(ii) the 2”) -topology> on G coincides with the topology induced by the 
0’“‘~topology on 10 $3 G. 
We precede the proof of Theorem 5.1 by a lemma which contains [ 1, 
Proposition 2.21. Our proof is modeled after the proof of that proposition. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let A be any free Abehan group. An Abelian group G is EC,- 
free and separable 13 G is A-torsionless and Im(o,) is a pure subgroup of 
G”*. 
Proof: First assume that crc maps G injectively onto a pure subgroup of 
G**. Since pure subgroups of %,-free separable groups are likewise K1-free 
and separable, it suffices to show that G ** has these two properties. But this 
follows from the facts that G* * is a pure subgroup of AG’, and that the latter 
is pure in (ZX)“. 
Conversely, suppose that G is K,-free and separable. Then of course G is 
A-torsionless; so it remains to prove that Im(g,) is pure in G*” or, 
equivalently, that coker(a,) is torsion-free. Suppose that a, E G”* such that 
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ny7 = o&) for some x E G and n E Z, n > 0, and assume that I? is minimal 
Then by hypothesis we have s = ky for some k E Z and .P E G which 
generates a direct summand. Furthermore, by minimality we have (12, k) = 1. 
Let ZtR) = Le @ B for some suitable fixed e E L’“‘. and let f E G* such that 
S(J) = e. Then 
nul(f) = o&)f = kf(r) = ke, 
and since (k-, n) = 1 it follows that IZ = 1. Hence, as desired, coker(a,) is 
torsion-free. I 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Suppose that G is a torsion-free group of 
nonmeasurable cardinality which satisfies (i) and (ii). By Lemma 5~2, 
oG:G+G** is a monomorphism with a torsion-free cokernel. Thus the 
proof will be complete if we can show that coker(o,) is also a torsion group. 
Let G be equipped with its Z’“‘-topology and !Q @ G with its IQ”“!-topology. 
Condition (ii) implies that the natural embedding eG: G + Q (3 G is 
continuous and open. Since by Theorem 4.4 Q 0 G is complete, we infer that 
Im(e,), the closure of Im(e,) in Q@ G, is the completion of G. Let 
1’: G--f Im(e,) denote the completion map. Then coker(y) is contained in 
coker(e,) and hence is a torsion group. Since by Theorem 4.2 y may be iden- 
tified with oc, it follows that coker(o,) is torsion, as desired. 1 
Remark. Condition (ii) of Theorem 5.1 is not necessary for a group to 
be ““j-reflexive. To see this let P = T’ for some infinite but nonmeasurable 
set 1. Of course P is an %-group and hence Z’“‘-reflexive. However, for any 
epimorphism f: P ++ ‘Q, ker(f) is open in the topology induced from ND @ P 
but it is not open in the ZtK) -topology because P does not admit any free 
direct summand of infinite rank. 
As an application of Theorem 5.1, we shall show that every A-coseparable 
group of nonmeasurable cardinality is z(K) -reflexive for every cardinal K < A. 
Given any uncountable cardinal A, an Abelian group G is called A- 
coseparable iff it is A-free and every subgroup H of G with the property that 
j G/HI < 1 contains a direct summand H’ of G such that 1 G/H’ 1 < A. In the 
case 1 = K, this definition as well as the following characterization are due 
to Griffith [6]; the general case is contained in [S]. 
THEOREM 5.3. Given a cardinal I > NO, an .4belian group G is A- 
coseparable ifffor every cardinal IC < 1, Ext>(G, ZtK’) = 0. 
Remark. This says, in particular, that free Abelian groups are i,- 
coseparable for each ,% > EC,,, and that every I-coseparable group G is a W- 
group, i.e., G satisfies Ext!JG, Z) = 0. Therefore by [ZO], for any 2 > No, 
every A-coseparable group is free if we assume I/= L. On the other ha@, if 
Martin’s axiom (MA) plus ZKo > 8, is assumed, then there exist HI- 
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coseparable groups of cardinality Ef, which are not free [4, Theorem 4.31. 
Thus the existence of nonfree EC,-coseparable groups is consistent with and 
independent of ZFC. 
THEOREM 5.4. For any cardinal il > NO, every ;l-coseparable group oJ 
nonmeasurable cardinality is ZCK’ -re?eXiVt? for every inj?nite cardinal K < A. 
ProoJ: Let K be any infinite cardinal < 1. We wish to show that every A- 
coseparable group satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5.1. It is well 
known (cf. [5, Theorem 99.11) that every W-group is N,-free and separable, 
hence so is every A-coseparable group. To verify (ii), we first observe that for 
every torsion-free group G the _ T:‘“‘-topology is coarser than the topology 
induced by the IQ(~) -topology on (0 @ G. This follows from the fact that for 
every pure subgroup H of G, e; ‘(Q @ H) = H. Now assume that G is /2- 
coseparable, and let W be a Q-subspace of V= Q @ G such that 
dim( V/W) < K. If we let H = e;‘(W), we obtain a monomorphism 
G/H i--t V/W, hence (G/H\ < K. Therefore, since A-coseparable groups are 
also K+-separable, there exists a subgroup H’ of H such that G/H’ is free of 
rank < K. This shows that the Z’“‘-topology is also finer than the topology 
induced from Q @ G. Thus Theorem 5.1 applies, and hence every ;I- 
coseparable group of nonmeasurable cardinality is Z’“‘-reflexive. m 
We do not know whether there exist groups which satisfy conditions (i) 
and (ii) of Theorem 5.1 but are not K+-coseparable. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Every K,-coseparable group of nonmeasurable 
cardinality is L-reflexive. 
ProoJ This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.4 and 
Corollary 4.8. I 
We obtain particularly strong results if we assume MA + 2*O > K, . We 
do not know whether any of these can be proved on the basis of ZFC alone. 
COROLLARY 5.6 (MA + 2”o > N2,). There ezcists a Z’“‘-reflexive (thus 
H-rejkxive) group of cardinality K, which does not belong to S. 
ProoJ Let G be a nonfree K,-coseparable group of cardinality K, . By 
Theorem 5.4 G is z-liN) -reflexive. Suppose that G is an G-group. Then, since 
G is not free, it must contain a subgroup isomorphic to z”‘. However, 
Ext$(Z”, Z) f 0, contradicting the fact that K,-coseparable groups are W- 
groups. I 
COROLLARY 5.7 (MA + 2Ko > K,). There exists an Abelian group H 
such that Hom,(H, Z) does not belong to 6. 
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Proof: Let G be a Z-reflexive group which is not an G-group. Then 
H= Hom,(G, Z) has the desired property. I 
CQROLLARY 5.8 (MA + 2”o > K,). Every l-group is Z-reflex-ice. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 5.5 and the fact that under 
MA + 2Ko > K, every W-group is K,-coseparable (cf. i21, 
Theorem 1. I I). 1 
We conclude with an application concerning homomorphisms between 
Cartesian powers of S = End,@‘“’ ). It follows from Theorem 5.4 that for 
any nonmeasurable set 1, S’ is Z(*’ -reflexive. This fact enables us to prove 
analogues of results in [3, 10, 121. 
THEOREM 5.9. Let K be any injkite cardinal, let S = End,(L”““), arrd ie! 
f E Hom,(S, S”) where I and J are nonmeasurable sets. Then 
(a) ker(f) z Hom,(G, Z’“‘); and 
(b) coker(f) g Exti(G, Z (K)) @ T, 
where G = coker(f*: (S’)* + (S’)“) and T is a direct summand of a powers 
SK for some nonmeasurable set K. 
ProoJ: Statement (a) follows immediately from the fact that S’ and S 
are Z (K’-reflexive. Furthermore, this fact implies that the proof of 
Theorem 1.3 in [ 121 may be translated verbatim, and thus we obtain a 
splitting exact sequence 
where C = coker(f). It remains to show that C” * is a direct summand of a 
power SK, where K is nonmeasurable. But this is obvious because C” is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of the free group (9)“. I 
In [ 121 we proved that, for suitably chosen A, epimorphisms A’ --H .4J 
split if 1 is nonmeasurable and J is countable. That proof involved a 
nontrivial generalization of Stein’s theorem. Returning to our case, it is 
obvious that epimorphisms f: S’ -+$ SJ split if I is nonmeasurable and 
/JJ <K because for such J, S’ z S. As in the case of powers of Z (cf. 
[3, Folgerung]) we may drop the condition on J if we assume V = L. The 
hypothesis of our final result is in fact weaker than V= L. 
COROLLARY 5.10. Assume that every K' -coseparable group is free. Let 
f E Horn&S, 3’) be an epimorphism, where f and J are nonmeasurable~ 
Then ker(f) is a direct summand of S’. 
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Proof. Let G = coker(f *: (S-‘)” + (SL)*), where we note that f * is a 
monomorphism. Applying Theoem 5.9 we obtain that Ext $(G, Z’“‘) = 0. 
Therefore by Theorem 5.3 G is Ic+-coseparable and hence free by hypothesis. 
We infer that f * splits and hence, by duality, so does j I 
Remark. In Corollary 5.10 the hypothesis is also necessary. Suppose 
that there exists a nonfree K Qoseparable group G, and let 
be a free presentation of G. By hypothesis we have 111, jJ( > K. Therefore, 
since for any set K with /KI > K, Horn@‘“‘, Zfrr’) z S”, the above presen- 
tation gives rise to an exact sequence 
0 + Hom,(G, Z @)) + S’ z SJ + Ext !-(G, ZtK)). 
Now by Theorem 5.3 Ext(G, ZtK)) vanishes, hence f is an epimorphism. 
However, f does not split because otherwise, by duality, G would be free. 
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